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Lyon Light Festival Forum 2021 highlights
The Lyon Light Festival Forum 2021 brought together over 190
participants in-person and online to explore how cities can involve children
and young people in designing and establishing better lighting policies and
events for public space.
Read more about the event highlights, see photos, and check out the
#LLFF2021 feed.

LUCI awarded LIT Spotlight prize
LUCI has received the 2021 Spotlight prize of the LIT Lighting Design
Awards for its contribution to the lighting community! The winners of the
5th edition of the LIT Lighting Design Awards were announced by the
Farmani Group along with 3C Awards in Los Angeles, USA on 29
November 2021. The award was handed to LUCI during the LLFF in Lyon
earlier this month. Read more >>

SMART-SPACE project final conference
The final conference of the SMART-SPACE project ‘Smart lighting: more
than technology’ has been postponed to 20 January 2022 due to the
COVID19 pandemic. It will now be a 100% online event! Join it and learn
more about smart lighting value, pilot projects and challenges at the
regional and European level. More information here >>

CALLS & ANNOUNCEMENTS
Job openings in the LUCI Team
LUCI is hiring! We are looking for a Communications Manager as well as
an Events and Communication Coordinator to start as soon as possible.
Deadline for applications: 10 January 2022.
See both job offers here >>

Reminder - Tartu 2024 call for proposals
The City of Tartu has launched a call for proposals to support the
implementation of international cultural projects interpreting the concept
of the Arts of Survival of the European Capital of Culture Tartu 2024 in the
years 2023–2024.
More details on call content and timeline here >>

CITIES IN ACTION

New adaptive lighting for Tallinn tunnels
The City of Tallinn unveiled new adaptive lighting for tunnels in the area
of Haabersti earlier this year. This lighting solution replicates the
movement of cyclists and pedestrians and changes colour according to
their speed of movement.
Read more >>

Light festival news


Check out some of the photos from the Fête des Lumières
which just took place from 8 - 11 December in Lyon.



Only a few weeks left to catch the Luci d'Artista festival in
Turin, which will end on 9 January 2022!



See what's in store for Medellin's annual Christmas lights,

Alumbrados Navideños from 3 Dec 2021 to 10 Jan 2022.



Take a look at the programme of the Amsterdam Light
Festival taking place from 2 Dec 2021 to 23 Jan 2022.

LUCI Quiz
Which city initiated a study of the social and sensitive
dimensions of dynamic lighting?
See the answer here >>

Don't have access to the LUCI Hub yet? Ask for it here

From CITIES & LIGHTING
As we wrap up the year, take a look back at some stories from 2021 :












Celebrating 10 years of the Ghent Light Festival Read here >>
LUCI AGM Tartu – a one-of-a- kind event Read >>
Reflection & Refraction of life and light Read >>
LUCI and the European Capitals of Culture, a special relationship? Read >>
New lighting for Reykjavík’s Ódinstorg square Read >>
City and industry leaders weigh in on the future of smart lighting Read >>
Lucia project: co-creating urban lighting solutions Read >>
Rotterdam: on the road to all-LED streetlights in 2025 Read >>
International cooperation to illuminate Hue’s Huong riverside Read >>
Illuminated River Foundation completes five more bridges along the Thames Read >>
From sustainable smart lighting to magic of light: a digital experience of Stavanger Read
>>



LUCI member cities observe Earth Hour 2021 Read >>





City of Lyon receives national award for new tunnel lighting Read >>
City of Amsterdam commissions new permanent light installation Read >>
City of Varna to modernize public lighting and optimize energy efficiency Read >>

Calendar

SEEN IN THE NEWS

_________
Next LUCI Coffee Bre@k

Therapeutic holiday lights

20 January 2022 - Online
_________

Read this article in the New York Times on why
outdoor light installations are perfect for this second
pandemic winter.

LUCI Coffee Bre@k
17 Febuary 2022 - Online

See article here >>

_________

See the complete calendar here
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